Contra Costa
Mental Health
Commission
1220 Morello Avenue, Suite 100
Martinez, CA 94553

Ph (925)957-2619
Fax (925)957-2624
cchealth.org/mentalhealth/mhc

Mental Health Commission
Data Committee
Wednesday, December 4, 2019 3:00-4:30pm
At: 550 Ellinwood Way, Pleasant Hill, CA
AGENDA
I.

Call to Order/Introductions

II.

Public Comment

III.

Chair Comments/Announcements

IV.

APPROVE Minutes from November 6th, 2019 meeting

V.

REVIEW updated version of the Director’s Report and remaining domains with Warren Hayes, Mental Health Program Chief

VI.

REVIEW summary of Data Committee input and recommendations

VII.

Adjourn Meeting

The Contra Costa County Mental Health Commission is appointed by the Board of Supervisors to advise them on all matters related to the county’s mental
health system, in accordance with mandates set forth in the California State Welfare & Institutions Code, Sections 5604 (a)(1)-5605.5. Any comments or
recommendations made by the Mental Health Commission or its individual members do not represent the official position of the county or any of its officers.
The Commission is pleased to make special accommodations, if needed, please call ahead at (925) 957-5140 to arrange.

Director’s Report
Fiscal Year 2018-19
Information contained herein is in the process of
being validated, and thus is considered to be
illustrative for the purposes of this project

Purpose
• Communicates qualitative and quantitative information
regarding the state of BHS
• Allows analysis of seven selected areas, or domains, over
time and how they interrelate
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Requests for Service
Timeliness of Response
Staffing Capacity
Financing
Number Served
Service Impact
Quality Assurance

• Supports more effective planning, implementation and
evaluation of services
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Scope
• Provides visibility of BHS staff and resources providing public mental
health services in the following continuum of care:
–
–
–
–
–
–

In-patient psychiatric hospitals and facilities
Unlocked residential treatment facilities
Intensive out-patient treatment in the community
Specialty mental health services
Prevention and early intervention
Therapy from individual and network providers

• Does not include, due to data systems incompatibility, public mental
health services provided in:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Health, Housing and Homeless Service Division
Contra Costa’s Health Plan
Primary care health centers
Detention Mental Health
Public Health
AODS programs within BHS
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Report Structure
• Part I – Narrative update on significant initiatives
that are aligned with BHS Strategic Plan
• Part II – Reports on performance indicators selected
to represent the seven domains
• Part III – How, where and from whom data has been
collected
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Behavioral Health Initiatives
• Comprehensive Coordinated Care

– Rapid Improvement Events
– Alcohol and Other Drug Service Integration

• Treatment, Housing and Supports
– Assertive Community Treatment
– Supportive Housing
– Forensic Diversion Programs

• Data Systems and Evaluation
– Electronic Health Record

• Division Operations and Infrastructure
– Psychiatry Shortage
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Performance Indicators
• Performance indicators are selected data that point toward
how a particular BHS domain is performing and trending
• They assist in understanding how these domains relate to
each other and enable visibility of opportunities for change
• Performance indicators selected to depict the seven domains:
Domain

Indicator

A. Need for Services

# Access Line Calls

B. Access to Services

# Days to Service

C. Staffing Capacity

% Staff Vacancies

D. Finance

Budgeted vs Spent

E. Services Provided

# services provided % billable services

F. Service Impact

Reduction in PES
admissions

Reduction in #
hospitalizations

Reduction in
inpatient costs

F. Quality Assurance

% MediCal served

% race/ethnicity

Client Satisfaction

# PES Admissions
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Performance Indicator Summary
FY 2018-19 (1)
Overview and analysis for Fiscal Year 2018-19:
• Need for Services – Access Line call volume and PES
admissions remained relatively stable, with a monthly average
of 2,100 calls and 875 admissions
• Service Response – Non-psychiatry appointments met state
standard of 10 days. Psychiatry appointments reduced from
32 to 17 days, slightly higher than the state standard of 15
days
• Staffing Capacity – Staff vacancy rate dropped from 19% to
12% - psychiatry vacancy rate dropped from 31% to 20%.
• Funding – BHS budgeted at $225 M, and spent $225 M.
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Performance Indicator Summary
FY 2018-19 (2)
• Services Provided – Volume of county clinic services provided
remained stable at 12,300 per month
• Service Impact – Full Service Partnerships decreased PES
admissions and in-patient psychiatric hospitalizations, while a
high percent of adult care costs were spent on locked
psychiatric facilities
• Quality Assurance – Contra Costa serves a higher proportion
of persons who are seriously mentally ill and poor, and serves
a higher proportion of persons of color. 70% of persons
surveyed agreed that they were better able to take care of
their needs as a result of BHS services
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A. Need for Services (1)
An indicator of need for public mental health services is the volume of calls
received through BHS’s toll free 24/7 Access Line, where appointments for
the type of care requested are provided.
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A. Need for Services (2)
A second indicator of need for mental health services is the number of
in-person admissions for crisis mental health services at Contra Costa’s
Psychiatric Emergency Services (PES):
PES Admissions
2850

2696 (↑73)

2658 (↑156)
2700

2502
2550

2623 (↑111)
2512 (↓146)
2400

FY 17-18 Q4

FY 18-19 Q1

FY 18-19 Q2

FY 18-19 Q3

FY 18-19 Q4
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B. Access to Services (1)
An indicator of responsiveness by BHS is the length of time it takes for
someone to get a first appointment for mental health care in our
county operated clinics.
The number of days from initial request to offered appointment for
ALL SERVICES, and the percent of offered appointments that meet the
State standard of 10 business days:
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B. Access to Services (2)
The number of days from initial request to offered appointment for a
PSYCHIATRIST, and the percent of offered appointments that meet the
State standard of 15 business days:
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C. Staffing Capacity
An indicator of how well BHS can respond to need is the number of county
staff that are able to provide and support public mental health services.
Staffing Vacancy Percentages
35

31

30

33

25

25.8

Non-Psychiatry % Vacant
Psychiatry % Vacant

18.9

20.6

20

All Staff % Vacant

15
18.3

13

15

12.4
13.6
FY 18-19 Q1

11.8

11

10

FY 18-19 Q2

FY 18-19 Q3

FY 18-19 Q4

Authorized

Vacant

Non-Psychiatrists

518

61

Psychiatrists

40

8.25

Total All Staff

558

69.25
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D. Finance
How much money is provided versus how much is spent for fiscal
year 2018-19 is an indicator of BHS capacity to field staff and conduct
operations (in thousands).
FY 2018-19
(in thousands)
Total:
Budgeted:225,913
Spent: 225,970 70,875
69,142

65,570
56,857

54,130
46,978

20,792

23,431

22,859

21,249

Budgeted

Spent
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E. Services Provided
a. Total number of specialty mental health services provided by BHS
enables an indicator of how many services are provided in relation
to number of staff available.
Total Number of Specialty Mental Health Services Provided

40,000

38,727

35,110

35,467
38,551

32,000
24,000

16,000
8,000
0

FY 18-19 Q1

FY 18-19 Q2

FY 18-19 Q3

FY 18-19 Q4
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E. Services Provided (2)
b. The percentage of county
operated clinician hours that are
billable for federal financial
participation (Medi-Cal and/or MediCare) provides an indicator of what
percentage of an average work week
is spent providing direct care.

18-19 Percent Billable Services
34
33.5
33
32.5
32
31.5
31
30.5
30

29.5
29
First Q 33.7%

Second Q 32.6%

Third Q 33.3%

Fourth Q 30.8%

18-19 Percent Billable Services
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F. Service Impact (1)
Three indicators have been selected to provide data on how well the
services of BHS assist clients avoid in-patient psychiatric hospitalization
and recover to lower levels of care. The first is the reduction of Psychiatric
Emergency Service (PES) admissions for persons enrolled in Full Service
Partnership Programs:
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F. Service Impact (2)
The second is the reduction of in-patient psychiatric hospital admissions
for persons enrolled in Full Service Partnership Programs:
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F. Service Impact (3)
The third is the percent of BHS expenditures (in millions) for
in-patient psychiatric hospitalizations versus total adult system
of care mental health program costs over time:
Percentage of Behavioral Health Expenditures for Adult In-patient Psychiatric
Hospitalization
100%
90%
80%

43.3%

70%
60%
50%

In-patient Expenditures

40%

BHS Budget-Other Expenditures

30%

56.7%

20%
10%
0%

FY 17-18

FY 18-19
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G. Quality Assurance (1)
The following three indicators speak to the equity and quality
of care provided:
The first is the percent of persons in Contra Costa who are
seriously mentally ill and poor.
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G. Quality Assurance (2)
The second indicator is the percent of persons by self-reported
race/ethnicity served by BHS versus the County’s census:
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G. Quality Assurance (3)
The third indicator is drawn from semi-annual consumer surveys and
depicts the percent of clients who agree or strongly agree with the
following:
From Surveys, the Percent of Clients who Agree or Strongly Agree with the following:
100.00%

90.00%

86%
83%

86%

I was able to get the services I needed

83%

81%

81%

80.00%

Staff were sensitive to my cultural
background

74%
71%

70%

I am better able to take care of my needs

70.00%

60.00%

MAY 2018

NOV 2018

MAY 2019
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Methodology and Next Steps
Methodology
The Methodology Section of the report outlines nine different
data sources that are not consolidated and easily accessible
for use – some are not automated
Recommendations

– BHS and stakeholders “beta test” the information and data in
this report for validity, reliability and usefulness
– Electronically automate this report upon determination that this
tool supports better analysis, planning, implementation,
evaluation and communication of BHS services
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Point of Contact
Warren Hayes
Mental Health Program Chief
1220 Morello Avenue
Martinez, CA
warren.hayes@cchealth.org
925-957-2616

All comments, questions, input and guidance are
most welcome!
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Mental Health Commission
Data Committee Input – Director’s Report – as of: November 6, 2019
The ad-hoc Data Committee has been meeting since the Fall of 2018 to become
educated as to how and what data is utilized by Behavioral Health Services (BHS). A
communication tool, entitled the Director’s Report, has been created to inform both BHS
leadership and the Mental Health Commission as to trends in domains, or areas of
interest that reflect performance indicators. Committee meeting time has been spent on
gaining understanding of BHS data, what it means, and data constraints.
The following is a compilation of significant input and suggestions generated from the
Data Committee’s deliberations of the DRAFT Director’s Report document:
Table of Contents
Status
1. Put the Table of Contents prior to the Introduction
2. List sub-section headings as well as major sections

Incorporated
Incorporated

Introduction
3. Clarify who is the audience
4. Clarify purpose of the report
5. Explain why other county elements delivering mental health
are not included in the report

Incorporated
Incorporated
Incorporated

Behavioral Health Initiatives
No changes recommended by Data Committee. However, Behavioral Health leadership
provided changes to the initiatives, editing, and aligned the areas to Behavioral Health’s
Five Year Strategic Plan.
Performance Indicators
6.
7.

Changes in data should have some analysis of what it means
Notate where one domain’s set of data influences or interrelates
with another domain
8. Show more data over time to get better context
9. Wherever possible compare county data with statewide data
10. Provide more contextual narrative in graphs and tables
11. Indicate on the Performance Indicator Summary page where
where state standards are applicable

In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress

Need for Services
12. Differentiate new versus repeat callers and PES admissions
13. Provide demographics on callers and PES admissions

In progress
Data not available

Access to Services
14. Need to track no shows

In progress

Staffing Capacity
15.
16.
17.
18.

Annotate those vacant positions that BHS is not trying to fill
Annotate positions that are hard to fill
Add average pay per classification to the data table
Differentiate psychiatrist whole person versus FTE

In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress

Finance
19. Would like the revenue and expenditure data to be approved for
public release
20. In general would like more specificity of financial data released

In progress
In progress

Services Provided
21. For number served in locked facilities, need to differentiate
between hospitals, PHFs, IMDs and state hospitals and show
trends over time

In progress

Service Impact
22. Long term would like to see if a metric could be developed to
capture the interrelationship between improved service
performance and the costs to provide the services
Quality Assurance
23. For depicting percent of persons who are seriously mentally ill
and poor provide the viewer an easier understanding of what the
percentages mean and their significance

In progress

In general the Data Committee would like the public to have more and better education
and understanding of what the data points mean, how they are constructed, and when
possible compared to other counties. The Data Committee expressed appreciation for
the discussions and knowledge gained during Data Committee meetings.

Appendix 1 – Methodology
The Data Committee recommended that this appendix be added to list each
performance indicator, the name of the report(s), where and from whom it is obtained,
the data source, and the frequency of the report. This appendix has subsequently been
created.

